
Revolutionary Canadian-made     
Home Outdoor LED Lights by 

DelphiTech®
 

Performance Comparison—Ours and Theirs         
Outdoor LED Recessed Soffit Lights 

DelphiTech Products Typical National Brands  
2.25" hole & 2.8" diameter trim ring 
fits between soffit corrugations 

4.25" hole &  5" diameter trim ring 
sticks out over soffit corrugations 

power consumed 2 Watts power consumed 9-10 Watts 

efficiently light where needed, 3X 
brighter on 1/5 energy used* 

wastes light, 1/3 as bright in needed 
vertical direction at 5X more energy 

tilts providing desirable vertical 
lighting, almost  all roof designs 

most models little or NO tilt so lighting 
shines sideways on sloped soffits 

optics remain clear - won't crack or 
discolor for 20+ years outdoors 

NO assurance on light transmission 
durability in outdoor conditions 

lens system only shines light in use-
ful areas for maximum results 

wasted light in unwanted areas like 
neighbor’s yard, bedroom windows 

trim rings will never rust or discolor, 
4 color choices 

NO assurances on trim ring durability, 
2-3 color choices  

warranty of 7 years, unlimited 
hours, no receipt needed, automati-
cally transferred to next owner 

typical warranties of 3-5 years, some 
with hours restrictions, requires origi-
nal proof of purchase, not transferable 

3X-6X more durable, expected life-
time 180,000+ hrs 

expected lifetime 30,000 to 50,000 hrs 

designed with technology to absorb 
most electrical surges from nearby 
lighting strikes 

typically does not contain any electri-
cal surge suppression technology 

*brightness compared using DelphiTech's medium lens for long reach, and 
averaged over both 3500 & 5000K color temperatures. Our wide lens results 
in 1.5X brighter for 1/5 the power.  

Industrial-grade High-performance LED Lighting for Your Home  

  

You can trust our brand - leading 
technology and product knowhow in 

outdoor LED lights since 2001 
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WARM and COOL 
light available  

(COOL is shown 
both photos) 

Durability 
 

Performance 
 

Savings 

Inquire toll free: 1-888-335-4533 
www.DelphiTech.com 

Our lenses allow precise lighting in needed 
areas and avoids putting light in neighbor’s 

yard and bedroom windows.  No wasted 
light means brighter with less power. 
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Gray trim ring shown 
 

also available: 
 
 white trim 
 black trim 
 tan/sand trim 
 


